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  � interpretation can often be completed 
before the utterance is over
� this is especially true for long utterances.

  � parts of the interpretation are already first correct (FCE) 
in the beginning of an utterance
� this could e.g. be used to prepare 

possible system responses.

  � high degrees of correctness increase with time, low decrease
  � considerable knowledge after only 40% of the utterance
  � relative stability in DC between 40% to 80% of the utterance
� the first few and the final word 

in the utterance are most important.

I. Introduction
Background: In highly interactive settings,
Incremental Spoken Dialogue Systems are 
preferred over non-incremental systems as 
they react faster and more naturally (Aist et. al 2007).

� need to build up syntactic and semantic structure
on the fly while the user is still speaking.

� needs theory-neutral assessment of the quality
of incrementally built semantic structure.

Research Goals
  � present generic measures to evaluate 

incremental semantics construction

  � focus is on measuring the incrementality 
(not necessarily the quality of the non-incremental result)

  � show and analyze the performance of our 
specific module on a specific corpus

II. Incremental 
Semantics Construction

  � Approaches vary by strictness of incrementality (Nivre, 2004) 
vs. ambiguity of structures

  � classical trade-off: slow and precise or quick and vague

Previous Work
Aist et al., (2006) and Bücher et al. (2002) generate (partial) 
hypotheses once semantics can be constrained to a small set:

Schuler (2002), Brick and Scheutz (2007), and others generate 
(all) structures that might possibly match in the future:

Neither of the previous work evaluates the incrementality
of the semantic interpretation on a corpus.

Partly, evaluation is intrinsic to the used 
semantics construction mechanisms.

Our Incremental Semantics Component
We use RUBISC, the Robust Unification-Based Incremental 
Semantic Chunker (Atterer and Schlangen, 2009).

  � based on the idea of semantic units (Selkirk, 1984), 
which correspond to phonological phrases

  � collect word material until there is enough information 
to change the state of the semantic frame

  � contentful units are defined in a grammar 
via regular expressions

  � words are consumed until a unit is complete and the 
corresponding slots in the frame are filled

  � selectional restrictions can be modelled by filling slots 
with special �blocker� values

Results
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